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Foundering of a recreational craft 
 
Other accident: Death of a crew member after a privately used recreational craft 
foundered 
 
What happened? 
 
A privately used recreational craft sailing in from the sea capsized while passing 
through a tidal inlet level with the bar. All three crew members fell overboard and were 
initially able to cling to the inverted, floating boat. The boat foundered about 30 minutes 
later after a breaking wave had caused her and the water sports enthusiasts to spin 
out of control at least once in and under water. After the boat foundered, the skipper 
managed to send a distress call with a waterproof smartphone. An extensive rescue 
operation was then launched. After about four hours – shortly after sunset – two of the 
three crew members were spotted and rescued by a SAR helicopter. The body of the 
third crew member was spotted floating lifeless in the water by rescuers and sank 
during the recovery attempt. It had not been possible to find this crew member before 
the publication of these lessons learned. 
 
Why did it happen? 
 
• The boat capsized due to short steep waves. In all likelihood, groundswell and 

possibly tidal surges had formed in the area of a bar due to an outgoing tidal current 
and an opposing wind sea of up to 2.5 metres in height generated by the strong 
onshore winds, which were reaching gale-force in gusts. 
 

• Information from nautical publications (sailing directions and guides) and 
navigational charts (electronic/paper) with warnings against sailing in tidal inlets in 
certain conditions was either not used or overlooked. 
 

• The deceased person was wet due to water washing over the boat before she 
capsized. Due to a lack of suitable clothing, this person was already hypothermic 
before the emergency and may have had a lower chance of survival because of 
that. 
 

• The distress call sent by smartphone was only possible because 
 

− the device used was initially in a waterproof cover; 
− this cover was secured to the lifejacket; 
− the device was waterproof and could therefore be removed from the cover 

to dial the emergency number; 
− a mobile phone network of sufficient quality was available, and 
− the device's battery capacity was just sufficient. 

 
  




